The CX Value Equation

Customer Experience (CX) is a complex practice area that
requires clear vision, the right tools, and great execution
to succeed. Oracle recommends thinking about CX in
terms of three major areas: Acquisition (A), Retention (R),
and Efficiency (E). These areas play a critical role in any
business, whether it’s listed on a stock exchange, publically
or privately owned and even non-for-profit or government
organizations. When combined, we refer to these three
areas as the CX Value Equation:

AMPLIFY THE IMPACT OF

FIELD SERVICE
Field service automation can transform your entire organization.
Learn about the beneficial domino effects of modern field service management.
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Field service automation can
completely transform how
your organization performs
service at customers’ homes
and businesses.
Organizations that use field service management
software perform more jobs per day, reduce
overtime, respond quickly to unexpected events,
and raise customer satisfaction levels. But how
can field service automation impact other aspects
of your business? The carryover effects of an
efficient field service organization can be
powerful. Find out how you can discover and
leverage these added benefits of effective field
service management.
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A more efficient
back office
Some adopters of field service automation

Consider the typical process of routing at a mid-

are doing simply that — automating a once-

size to large field service organization. Dispatch

manual process. For these users, field service

personnel may begin the day as early as 5 a.m.,

management software can radically change how

prioritizing work orders and manually developing

back office or dispatch personnel use their time.

routes. By noon, the day’s schedule is often no

By allowing employees to focus on achieving

more than wishful thinking — bad weather, traffic

critical business objectives rather than the

and other unexpected issues can throw everything

manual tasks surrounding the creation of work

off track. Dispatchers must return to the drawing

orders, building of routes and the management

board to re-prioritize urgent work, reschedule

of incoming customer calls, organizations may

appointments that simply won’t happen and

discover untapped resources. Without additional

handle inquiries from customers.

headcount or reshuffling responsibilities,

Did you know?
One company saved 1,200 hours
per year by automating field
service scheduling — freeing
three key employees to focus
on more strategic projects.

businesses can gain the human capital to launch

When this process is automated, dispatchers

new products, expand to new geographies or

simply log in to a single system that automatically

address objectives that seemed out of reach just

creates optimized routes and distributes job

a few months prior. One company discovered that

details to field employees. During the day,

simply by automating the process of matching

exceptions are managed in real time with visibility

technicians to service appointments, they could

over the entire field. In addition, there are fewer

save five man-hours per day — or a total of 1,200

incoming customer calls, because customers are

hours per year — and allow three high-value,

automatically updated about their appointments

senior personnel to focus on other crucial tasks.

the day before and day of service.

Transforming
customer service
into a profit center
Other field service organizations are

By addressing these needs

further along in what’s known as

before the customer asks for them,

“field service maturity.” These users the business sends the message
have already implemented field

that the customer is an important

service management software to

component of their success. It’s

automate their dispatch and routing,

less expensive to retain a loyal

and achieved efficiencies along the

customer than to attract a new

way. Now, they’re ready to reap the

one — and certainly less expensive

next level of rewards by turning the

than losing a customer who doesn’t

customer service cost center into

feel appreciated.

a profit center.
Second, field technicians are
Field service organizations that

empowered to function as sales

view their existing customer base

representatives. Field service

as an asset can reap the rewards

is often the only face-to-face

of customer loyalty in a couple of

contact many businesses have

ways. They can learn to anticipate

with customers. Enabling these

customer needs by drawing on

employees to offer additional

service records, buying habits and

products and services, renew

other knowledge gained in the

contracts and collect signatures

process of providing field service.

eliminates paperwork, saves time
and increases customer loyalty.

Field service management software provides a wealth
of information about the types of service employees
are performing in the field. If your field service includes
maintenance or break-fix operations, this is an opportunity
to gather pertinent information about what types of errors
or other problems commonly occur. Then, apply this
knowledge to future iterations of products or equipment
installed at customer locations — and further transform
the type of work your field service operation must regularly
perform. In addition to leveraging reporting capabilities to
provide this type of information, also consider setting up an
internal social network where techs can provide input on the
kinds of issues they frequently encounter.
Internet of Things (IoT) capabilities can also come into play
here. For instance, an energy company can monitor solar
arrays in remote locations by using the IoT to signal when
panels need routine maintenance or a repair. If these
machine-generated signals indicate similar issues across
a particular part or asset, this information can be relayed
to product engineering for further examination.

Valuable feedback for product
design, research and development

Cloud
brings fewer
burdens for IT
While IT executives are not always in the

hardware, lengthy upgrade processes, and other

Field service management is an ideal candidate

driver’s seat when it comes to choosing a field

ongoing maintenance issues— leaving IT free to

for a first move to cloud due to the sheer volume

service management solution, they are right in

address other critical projects. Opting for a bring-

of transactions and need for real time updates.

the mix when it comes to implementation and

your-own-device (BYOD) strategy also releases

integration. Therefore, it’s important to consider

the IT department from the demands of device

how IT will be affected not only by the initial

management, replacements and upgrades.

demands of a new piece of technology, but
the costs and workload over time.

If you’re new to the cloud, you may find that
starting with one piece of technology, such as

Cloud-based field service management offers

field service management, will lead to a larger

a number of benefits from an IT perspective,

business transformation across the enterprise.

primarily a lower total cost of ownership.

Cloud solutions allow your business to be more

Choosing a cloud-based solution significantly

responsive to meeting changing customer

eases the burden on IT personnel in the long

demands, which translates to a competitive

run, negating the need for costly on-premises

advantage in the market.

Did you know?
Companies surveyed say the
biggest benefits of transitioning
to cloud include lower cost and
higher productivity.
– Research Report: Field Service, Mobility and the Cloud,
www.fieldservicenews.com, September 2015

Efficient parts management can

inventory system of record so that

help drive better customer service

you always have an accurate and

for your organization. Having the

current view of parts availability.

right parts available at the right time
results in faster time to resolution,

Knowing how much inventory

more first-time fixes and compliance is available is also critical if your
with service level agreements

field service organization is subject

(SLAs) — so it’s important for your

to spikes in demand driven by

inventory system to have up-to-date

seasonal events or other factors.

information on parts and equipment

Having up-to-date information about

available to the field force.

the inventory on-hand beforehand
eliminates guesswork based

A field service management solution on old data.
that’s seamlessly integrated with
parts management automatically

Effective parts management

updates information on parts or

can also alleviate the burden of

equipment, meaning your field

inventory carrying costs, which

force can perform scheduled

can impact your ability to apply

work knowing they’ll have the

financial resources to other

right equipment. As technicians

business objectives. You’ll also be

perform work and indicate parts

able to keep costs reasonable for

or equipment being used, this

customers — building a strong

information is pushed back into the

case for ongoing customer loyalty.

Did you know?
Best-in-class field service organizations achieve 87%
performance in first-time fix rates.
– Field Service Workforce Management, Aberdeen, March 2015

More efficient
parts management

A mobile transformation
For many consumers, a smartphone is the
only computing device they own — or at
least the one they use most frequently
and rely on the most. For this reason, it’s
essential to consider an enterprise-wide
mobile strategy as a top priority. Remember,
consumers accessing your website on a
smartphone or tablet are also equipped
with GPS, a camera, a barcode scanner and
other value-added tools that can speed time
to problem resolution or make previously
complicated tasks much simpler. Increasingly,
these consumers expect field employees,
contact center agents and other company
representatives to have access to the same
types of technology and information they do.
How do your customers reach you? If the
answer is “mostly by phone” consider this:
according to Forrester Research, phone use
for customer service has steadily declined
over the past six years, and is predicted to
decrease further as customers continue to
adopt digital channels.*
As mobility usage grows, businesses should
strategically plan to stay ahead of the curve
— and prevent being left behind.

*“Your Customers Don’t Want To Call You For Support,” Kate
Leggett, March 2016

Assuming your website is optimized for
mobile devices, assess how easy you’re
making it for consumers to complete a
purchase or find the answer to a question.
Can they scan a product’s barcode or serial
number to get product recall information?
Are they able to provide a picture of a part
that needs replaced? And once those steps
are completed, can the customer use mobile
channels to complete the service interaction?
By adding mobile self-service, online
communities, chat, and knowledge
management to mobile appointment booking
or service requests, you can leverage field
service mobility to begin a wider mobile
initiative. Embedding field service capabilities
right into your mobile site can help more
customers reach you on their own terms.
Use this as a stepping-stone to increase
enterprise-wide productivity, profitability
and customer satisfaction.

Did you know?
53% of online U.S. adults are
likely to abandon an online
purchase if they can’t find a
quick answer to their question.
– Trends 2016: The Future of Customer Service, Forrester
Research, January 2016

An empowered sales and marketing team
Sales teams are more effective if they’re

Your field service management solution can also

contacting the right people, and if they’re armed

help account managers stay on top of customer

with knowledge about what those people want

wants and needs by accumulating information

and need to be successful. Effective field service

about how customers are using products. Does

management can address this by automatically

the customer wait until equipment breaks down

soliciting feedback from customers immediately

before upgrading to a new model, or do they

after they’ve received a field service visit. By

prefer to upgrade right when the latest offering

collecting feedback so quickly after the service

becomes available? Do they want periodic

experience, organizations can get a true sense

employee training on how to use and operate the

of what’s working and what isn’t.

equipment, or do they just want to call and check

Marketing and sales teams can use this
information to keep information about customer
preferences fresh and relevant, or to create a
knowledge base of common customer pain
points. Streamlining the feedback process means
less time wasted on opportunties that simply
won’t bear fruit, and sales teams that are set up
better for success.

in with their account rep when a question comes
up? This information can assist account reps in
not just satisfying the needs of customers, but
anticipating them. By knowing what customers
want or need before they have to ask, sales reps
can extend contracts, offer more comprehensive
service agreements.

Did you know?
Best-in-class organizations
are 36% more likely to capture,
store and make accessible service
and customer data for teams
beyond service.
– Field Service Excellence Depends on an Integrated
Approach, Aberdeen, December 2015

Accurate
staffing
for human
resources
Making guesses — even educated guesses —
about how many field resources you’ll need at
any given time is a high stakes game. Understaff
and you have unhappy customers (and unhappy
employees). Overstaff, and you’re wasting
money and man-hours.
With the forecasting tools built into your field
service management solution, field managers
are empowered to make more informed
decisions about staffing needs, and work with
human resources to plan ahead. This benefit has
significant impact on field service organizations
that experience seasonal fluctuations due to
weather, holidays or other factors that cause
demand to dip or spike. With the ability to test
different staffing scenarios, you’ll ensure you’re
prepared to meet these personnel challenges.

Improved morale in
the field and beyond
Field employees spend most or even all of their time working
independently. Field service automation provides everything they need
to make this happen — job details, customer records, driving directions
and other important information. But how do you keep your field teams
connected and encourage collaboration?

By empowering these employees, your organization is doubling down on
investments in training and ongoing employee development. Employees
can be more productive, complete more jobs per day and do their part to
keep customer satisfaction levels high.

Did you know?
More than half of all service visits — 54%
— require an additional part in order to be completed.
– Field Service Excellence Depends on an Integrated Approach,
Aberdeen, December 2015

When field employees are connected to their managers and peers in the

Remember, automation is an important first step in transforming your field service

field, they are empowered to reach out for help and guidance. They can

operation — but you can amplify the impact of that investment across the entire

find parts or equipment needed to complete a job on the first visit, rather

enterprise. By refocusing existing resources on critical business objectives, and

than making a follow-up appointment — saving valuable time and providing

sharing knowledge where it will have the greatest benefit, you’ll shorten the

better service. These employees are already the face of your organization,

distance between setting goals in the present and achieving results in the future.

and they should be equipped to solve problems and provide exceptional
customer service experiences.
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